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Crimson Romance, United States, 2014. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 216 x 140 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Sometimes Cupid works in mysterious ways.
This diverse collection of Valentine tales proves that love can be found when you least expect it and
in the least likely places . . . A farmer, a doctor, a biker, and a werewolf all get struck by the love god
s arrows in this sweet and super-sexy anthology.Bloom by Rachel CrossWhen L.A. s charity
fundraising maven Ava Bennett heads out to the middle of nowhere to check on a friend of her rock
star client, she s shocked to discover the surly farmer she meets is actually Nathaniel Robinson.
Once an infamous music producer, Nate traded in his fast-paced lifestyle for sanity - and now lives
off the grid as a small organic farmer. Can a career woman find love with a virtual hermit?Laying
Down His Colors by Debra KaynA year ago on Valentine s Day, Kristen Mead had a night she can t
forget with Bruce Grennan. But the Bantorus Motorcycle Club member and Cactus Cove bartender
has ignored her ever since. As a Club kid, she knows...
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Very good e book and helpful one. it was writtern quite properly and helpful. I am quickly could possibly get a enjoyment of looking at a composed book.
-- Connor  Lowe IV-- Connor  Lowe IV

This pdf is definitely not straightforward to get started on studying but extremely exciting to see. It generally does not charge an excessive amount of. Your
lifestyle period is going to be convert once you full looking over this publication.
-- Elliott Rem pel MD-- Elliott Rem pel MD
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